TITLE: C2CRE-A

The Joint Product Manager - Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Analytics & Response Systems (JPdM-CBRNE A&RS) provides Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) services for Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment sets used by select organizations for the United States Army Reserve Command (USARC) mission. These services include sustainment support over the life cycle of the equipment sets and refresh/recertification support following a unit’s relief from the CBRN Response Enterprise mission. The follow on sustainment period and equipment refresh phases are for the Search and Rescue (S&R), Mass Casualty Decontamination (MCD), RECON and Medical Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) sets.

CONTRACT TYPE: Cost Plus Fixed Fee

CONTRACTING CONTACT:
- ACC-APG/ECD, Ms. Mackenzie Martz, mackenzie.t.martz.civ@mail.mil

SOLICITATION #: Delivery orders under JE-CLaSS

ESTIMATED SOLICITATION RELEASE DATE: 3QFY18
Objective of this task order: Provide Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) services for Commercial off the Shelf (COTS) equipment, used by select Technical Support Force (TSF) Units assigned to the Chemical, Biological, Radiological, and Nuclear (CBRN) Response Enterprise (CRE) throughout the Continental United States (CONUS).

Provide CLS Services to include on-site sustainment and off-site contingency and sustainment support, equipment reset operations, and Supply and Maintenance Management Program (SMMP) support.

Provide on-site Sustainment. On-site sustainment is conducted during United States Army North (ARNORTH) training exercises and events, during quarterly unit visits, and as requested.

Provide off-site Contingency and Sustainment Support (CSS). Sustainment services include inventories, inspections, maintenance and functional testing, calibrations, corrective and preventive maintenance, disposal obsolescence management, kitting and shipping of individual piece and complete equipment sets, and proper storage of the equipment.
TITLE: DCRF Sustainment Labor and FSR

The Joint Product Manager - Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Analytics & Response Systems (JPdM-CBRNE A&RS) provides Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) in Support of Active Component Defense CBRN Response Force (DCRF) and Command and Control CBRN Response Element (C2CRE) mission. These services include sustainment support over the life cycle of the equipment sets and refresh/recertification support following a unit’s relief from the CBRN Response Enterprise mission. The follow on sustainment period and equipment refresh phases are for the Search and Rescue (S&R), Mass Casualty Decontamination (MCD), RECON, Medical Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) sets and Mortuary Affairs Contaminated Remains Mitigation Site (MACRMS).

CONTRACT TYPE: Cost Plus Fixed Fee

CONTRACTING CONTACT:
• ACC-APG/ECD, Ms. Mackenzie Martz, mackenzie.t.martz.civ@mail.mil

SOLICITATION #: Delivery orders under JE-CLaSS

ESTIMATED SOLICITATION RELEASE DATE: 3QFY18
Objective of this task order: Provide sustainment through total supply and service support (equipment, repair parts, unique durables and consumables purchase, shipping, inventory, shelf life management, inspections, testing, calibration, preventive maintenance, repairs, and training) for the supported units.

Provide on-site and off-site CLS to all CONUS locations in support of units. The contractor will visit each unit biannually or as directed to confirm unit maintenance efforts and provide sustainment support.

LIS Support

Shall use and maintain a version of MAXIMO or like database with similar capability to assist in the execution of the requirements. This database will be used for the tracking of: the procurement approval process; asset visibility; equipment accountability; work orders and repairs; services; testing requirements; and all financial functions.
TITLE: JALS Sustainment

The Joint Product Manager - Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and Explosives (CBRNE) Analytics & Response Systems (JPdM-CBRNE A&RS) provides Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) services for Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment for two Jordan Analytical Laboratory Systems (JALS), support equipment, two sets of spare instruments, and Handheld Survey Equipment delivered to the Jordan Armed Forces-Chemical Support Unit and the Jordan Civil Defense.

CONTRACT TYPE: Cost Plus Fixed Fee

CONTRACTING CONTACT:
- ACC-APG/ECD, Ms. Mackenzie Martz, mackenzie.t.martz.civ@mail.mil

SOLICITATION #: Delivery orders under JE-CLaSS

ESTIMATED SOLICITATION RELEASE DATE: 3QFY18
Objective of this task order: Perform sustainment activities for two Jordan Analytical Laboratory Systems (JALS), support equipment, and two sets of spare instruments delivered to the Jordan Armed Forces-Chemical Support Unit and the Jordan Civil Defense.

- The JALS system consists of a Durastar International truck cab and chassis with a shelter unit modified for housing an analytical instrumentation and glove box suite, environmental control units, heaters, an electrical distribution panel with power distribution, lab bench tops, storage areas, and a refrigerator/freezer for reagents and sample storage.

- All necessary labor, materials, and services required to conduct on-site quarterly sustainment / maintenance visits and 1 unscheduled maintenance visit as required for all systems.
JALS Sustainment

- Administrative Support
  - Material shipment, personnel support, property receiving and tracking, implementation and management of Logistics information System
- Logistics Information System (LIS) and Asset Management
  - Track the procurement approval process, provide asset visibility; equipment accountability; work orders, repairs; services; testing requirements and all financial functions; be accessible to Units remotely and serve as the central repository for tracking equipment by location, maintenance records, supply levels, notify units of required maintenance and calibration and be capable of processing WOs and Purchase Request (PR) approvals; Bill of Materials (BOM) for equipment and component purchases; maintaining an equipment list and providing repair parts.
TITLE: 20th CBRNE Command Equipment Sustainment

The 20th CBRNE Command requires Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) services for Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment used by its CBRNE Analytical and Remediation Activity (CARA), Nuclear Disablement Team (NDT), and 1st Area Medical Laboratory (AML). These services include sustainment, calibration, maintenance and repair of equipment and an asset management system to provide total supply, service and maintenance support. This includes equipment repair, shipping, inventory, shelf life and warranty management, equipment service contract information, and preventive maintenance scheduling. To maintain readiness, onsite and offsite support services are required.

CONTRACT TYPE: Cost Plus Fixed Fee

CONTRACTING CONTACT:
- ACC-APG/ECD, Ms. Mackenzie Martz, mackenzie.t.martz.civ@mail.mil

SOLICITATION #: Delivery order under JE-CLaSS

ESTIMATED SOLICITATION RELEASE DATE: 4QFY17
Objective of this task order: Acquire CLS services to conduct sustainment support for the three units (APG, MD) of the 20th CBRNE Command; each unit to receive two yearly sustainment visits.

- CBRN Analytical Remediation Activity (CARA) deploys in support of combatant commanders or other governmental agencies, to conduct remediation and restoration operations, provide analytical laboratory support, technical escort
  - CLS req’t: Full-time Field Service Representative (FSR) supply and service support; equipment sustainment; provide continuing support to the air monitoring program, and other analytical support, as needed
- 1st Area Medical Laboratory (AML) deploys worldwide to conduct field CBRNE threat detection, confirmation, and medical surveillance
  - CLS req’t: Full-time Field Service Representative (FSR) supply and service support; equipment sustainment
- Nuclear Disablement Team (NDT) provides nuclear infrastructure experts in exploiting facilities with nuclear-related material
  - CLS req’t: Full-time Field Service Representative (FSR) supply and service support; equipment sustainment
20th CBRNE: Representative Task Order Requirements

- Administrative Support
  - Material shipment, personnel support, property receiving and tracking, implementation and management of Logistics information System

- Logistics Information System (LIS) and Asset Management
  - Track the procurement approval process, provide asset visibility; equipment accountability; work orders, repairs; services; testing requirements and all financial functions; be accessible to Units remotely and serve as the central repository for tracking equipment by location, maintenance records, supply levels, notify units of required maintenance and calibration (90 and 30 days prior) and be capable of processing WOs and Purchase Request (PR) approvals; Bill of Materials (BOM) for equipment and component purchases; maintaining an equipment list; providing repair parts...

- Supply and Service Support
  - Support the Government during inventory of equipment pre-deployment and post-deployment; conduct an inspection and assessment of all equipment, verify and assign hand receipted kits; make a list of work orders

- Sustainment
  - Perform inspections, maintenance and repairs; replacing defective equipment and providing a limited resupply of consumables for unit training
TITLE: 48th Chemical Brigade (CHEM BDE) Equipment Sustainment

The 48th CHEM BDE provides Contractor Logistics Support (CLS) services for Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment used by its five units. These services include sustainment, calibration, maintenance and repair of equipment and an asset management system to provide total supply, service and maintenance support. The Government also requires shipping, inventory, shelf life and manufacturers’ warranty management, equipment service contract information, and preventive maintenance scheduling. To maintain readiness, the contractor shall provide CONUS onsite and offsite support services.

CONTRACT TYPE: Cost Plus Fixed Fee

CONTRACTING CONTACT:
- ACC-APG/ECD, Ms. Mackenzie Martz, mackenzie.t.martz.civ@mail.mil

SOLICITATION #: Delivery order under JE-CLASS

ESTIMATED SOLICITATION RELEASE DATE: 4QFY17
Objective of this task order: Acquire CLS services to conduct sustainment support for the units of the 48th CHEM BDE: 9th & 11th CBRNE, JBLM, WA; 25th CBRNE Ft. Stewart, GA; 46th CBRNE, Ft. Bliss, TX; 68th CBRNE, Ft. Hood, TX. Each unit to receive two yearly sustainment visits; one emergency maint visit annually.

- Administrative Support
  - Material shipment, personnel support, property receiving and tracking, implementation and management of Logistics information System

- Logistics Information System (LIS)
  - Track the procurement approval process, provide asset visibility; equipment accountability; work orders, repairs; services; testing requirements and all financial functions; train government personnel; provide CM

- Supply and Service Support
  - 2 – 3 days each location: inventory of equipment pre-deployment and post-deployment; conduct an inspection and assessment of all equipment, verify and assign hand receipted kits; make a list of work orders; out-brief Unit Commander
48th CHEM BDE: Representative Tasks

- **Sustainment**
  - Perform inspections, maintenance and repairs; replace defective equipment and provide a limited resupply of consumables for unit training
- **GFP**: TOR will provide equipment lists for each supported unit